MANUFACTURER OF PREMIUM CLASS
LASER TAG EQUIPMENT

THE GAME
IS JUST
BEGINNING

ABOUT US
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WHAT IS LASER TAG?
Laser tag is a tactical team game as well as a popular

The goal is to complete scenario based tasks by shooting

leisure time activity.

with a laser tag gun and hitting opponents.

O P E R A T I O N A L

C O N C E P T

Laser tag guns shoot a safe infrared ray. This is why even

Hit sensors located on headbands or vests worn by players

Online statistics are displayed on your smartphone screen,

5-year old children are allowed to play laser tag. Nothing

register hits. There are light, sound and vibration indication

showing all players’ performance through Lasertag.net

about the guns design on its own, can injure your guests.

to inform players about hits they.

operator application.

ABOUT US
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WHO ARE WE?
M A N U F A C T U R E R S

M A K E R S

LASERTAG.NET is a full cycle laser tag equipment

Our equipment is tested in real game conditions

manufacturer, starting from casting frames, to designing

in our own laser tag clubs

electronic boards, then to software till assembling and
testing the final product.

ABOUT US
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WHAT DO WE PRODUCE?

1

Outdoor laser tag equipment

2

Indoor / arena laser tag equipment

3

Inflatable bunkers

ABOUT US
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WHO ARE OUR CUSTOMERS?

Outdoor and indoor
laser tag clubs

Escape rooms

Shopping malls

Paintball clubs

Activity parks

Kart racing clubs

Hotel resorts

Camps for kids

Recreational centers

ABOUT US
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M U LT I FA C E T E D A P P R O A C H
TO START AND GROW BUSINESS

TECHNICAL SUPPORT

2-YEAR WARRANTY

INFORMATIONAL SUPPORT

Technical advising and help
7 days per week

Free equipment repair
within warranty period

Training content, graphic
templates, consulting

CERTIFIED EQUIPMENT

NETWORK OF SERVICE CENTERS

TEST DRIVE

Deemed safe equipment
in CIS countries

Guarantee service and post-warranty
maintenance. Temporary equipment
to use during maintenance period

A possibility to test equipment
before buying it

ABOUT US
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MISSION OF LASERTAG.NET

Yury Lavrenov

Michail Obod

CEO

Development Director

Founder

Founder

We create and develop a highly technological product that offers

Being creators of a laser tag business we want to provide other

a healthy alternative to cyber entertainment.

businessmen with ready-to-use solutions that will save their

It is very important for us that the LASERTAG.NET evokes strong

time and money.

emotions and causes the WOW effect. In order to achieve this

For this reason we offer our partners not just the equipment but we

goal we implement innovative solutions, creating equipment with

offer journey them the principles of laser tag business operation.

no analogs in laser tag industry.

We will share our precious experience which we achieved by trial

All of our achievements took place due to the work of our
cohesive team that never stops improving its skills and getting

and error so that the owners of laser tag centers could pay off their
investments and get solid profit much faster.

new, exceptionally skilled professionals. We believe that a team,

We are interested in the business development of our customers.

consisting of the real fans of their work, can complete the most

Our goal is your success.

daunting tasks.

ИСТОРИЯ УСПЕХА

SUCCESS STORY
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SUCCESS STORY

HOW IT
ALL BEGAN
LASERTAG.NET was founded in 2005 as a paintball club.
Soon after we offered our customers a new service
which was laser tag.
We have tested many laser tag systems but didn’t manage
to find the qualities we wanted — solid, safe, and highly
functional game kits which would also be easy to manage.
This was the boost we needed to create our own equipment
that would meet all our requirements.
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SUCCESS STORY
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Falcon — a laser tag gun of our own design —
was released it in 2014. It was a real break out
in the laser tag industry!

GETTING IT DOWN
TO A FINE ART
Falcon has been designed in a way to be easy-to-use by

Being safe, light, and solid the Falcon embodied all the

The Falcon gun has undergone a whole series of

both children and adults. It weighs less than 1 kilo, making

features that the owners of laser tag clubs were

modifications since its first release and has become

it convenient to play with even for a long period of time.

dreaming about.

a standard of technology and safety in the industry.
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2 MODIFICATIONS
FOR A CONVENIENT GAME
Falcon F1 — is a lighter modification of the Falcon with

Falcon F2 — is a full size laser tag gun. Its handle has

a shortened buttstock. It was mainly designed for children,

been moved to the center of the body to make it perfectly

since they make up 70% of a laser tag clubs target audience.

balanced and the easiest to use by adult players.

This laser tag gun was also used as an arena blaster.

м

SUCCESS STORY

SUCCESS STORY
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320
2420
2120

1220
490

2120

RELIABILITY MEETS SAFETY
The Falcon is made of shockproof ABS plastic — an

The internal structure of the gun features no decorative

The Falcon body features reinforcing ribs, making the gun

extremely tough and durable material — and it is capable of

or movable parts that could fail. Regarding the external

resistant to both flex loading and wrenching.

withstanding even the weight of a car. The laser tag gun will

structure there are no sharp angels so as to avoid injuries

stand hits, drops, and all the emotions of your visitors.

when players collide with each other.

SUCCESS STORY
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SECURED
ELECTRONICS
Special brackets for all internal elements protect weapon’s

The circuit boards are covered with a few layers of lacquer

This way you do not need to be in a great hurry when hiding

electronics from mechanical damages.

to avoid damage from moisture and dust.

game kits if it starts raining during the game — they will
not short circuit.
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BASE FOR PROFITABLE
BUSINESS

BASE FOR PROFITABLE
BUSINESS

EQUIPMENT THAT
WILL NOT LET
YOU DOWN

Reliability is a permanent feature of LASERTAG.NET
equipment. Each piece of equipment is made of shockproof
materials to keep it looking presentable even after a few
thousand games.
All electronic elements are safely fixed inside body frames
to prevent mechanical damage of the equipment as well
as to prevent the ingress of moisture and dust.
In case you face a technical or organizational issue you will
not have to deal with it alone. Our experts are always available
to help you promptly to solve any issue you might have.
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BASE FOR PROFITABLE
BUSINESS
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TIME-SAVING &
COST-EFFECTIVE
Owners of laser tag clubs get full business control, including

Software makes work easier: start a game automatically,

With automated game control you get 5 times the time

information about date and quantity of games ran with

switch game kits off remotely, change set parameters in few

efficiency when preparing the game session and thus you

each of the game kits, duration of those games, and other

clicks, and much more. You need only one instructor to run

can service more customers in one day. Software is user-

parameters.

a game for 20 visitors.

friendly and does not require a long training period to be
used by the staff.

BASE FOR PROFITABLE
BUSINESS

SAFETY AS AN
ABSOLUTE PRIORITY
“Is the game safe?” This is a typical question
visitors of laser tag centers ask.
We have worked hard to provide equipment with
features that will prevent the injury of players. Those
features include a streamlined shape to even the
remote disabling of the gun if the game becomes
too dangerous.
Emitters used for the laser tag guns are completely
safe and certified.
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BASE FOR PROFITABLE
BUSINESS
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EXCITING GAME
Imagine a game you cannot stop playing! Realistic recoil

Participants of laser tag battles always want to know how

from your weapon, laser shot light, intelligent hit indication –

efficient they were during the game. The software displays

those are the features that cause the WOW effect and make

game statistics online, including damage made, number

your visitors come back to you over and over again.

of eliminations, score, and much more!

T H E

G A M E

I S

J U S T

B E G I N N I N G

Outdoor laser tag
system

NETRONIC OUTDOOR
PLATFORM
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NETRONIC
GAME KIT
H E A D B A N D

L A S E R

T A G

G U N

A device with hit sensors, registering hits of players.

Laser tag gun shoots with a completely safe infrared ray.

NETRONIC OUTDOOR
PLATFORM
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WHEN ONE GUN
IS ALL YOU NEED
NETRONIC game kits can be used without headbands.

A discharged headband is no longer a reason to miss an

Save your budget by ordering NETRONIC laser tag guns

Those are the laser tag guns with integrated hit sensors

interesting laser tag battle! This feature is very useful if you

without headbands but remember that all functional features

which make it possible. Use settings to select and activate

do not have enough game kits for all the players. Just split

are available only when you have complete game kit.

this feature.

the game kit — give the laser tag gun to one player and
the headband to another (for example, using Zombie or
Doctor mode).

NETRONIC OUTDOOR
PLATFORM
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THE MOST
INFORMATIVE
OLED DISPLAY
Display shows more than 30 parameters. 12 indicators at

The user-friendly design and wide view angles let one

the same time. Except for the game parameters you can

quickly understand the information on the screen without

also see the systems to help your instructor to prepare

getting distracted from the game. In order to prevent

equipment for a game faster.

mechanical damage of the screen it is strengthened with a
6-mm protective glass that is 12 times thicker than the ones
used for smartphones.

NETRONIC OUTDOOR
PLATFORM
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2 WEAPONS IN ONE
LASER TAG GUN
The second weapon feature increases the diversity level of
the game. Switch between the main and additional weapons
by holding the reload button for 3 seconds.

“ Assault ” — automatic rifle and grenade launcher
“ Sniper ” — rifle and pistol
“ Doctor ” — MedKit and pistol

NETRONIC OUTDOOR
PLATFORM
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ONE OF A KIND
IMPULSE RECOIL
The shooting is accompanied with a shoulder-directed

Impulse recoil mode is powered autonomously with the

impulse, imitating the recoil of a real gun. This recoil effect

separate battery, having no impact on the working time

is much more realistic than a simple vibration of the laser

of the laser tag gun itself.

tag gun, increasing the level of immersion into the game.

NETRONIC OUTDOOR
PLATFORM

ANTI-CHEAT SYSTEM
There are three hit sensors in the body of the laser tag gun
which prevent the player from blindly shooting when the
headband is hidden behind the bunker, or headband hit
sensor is covered with a hand, and not be vulnerable to
receiving damage.
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NETRONIC OUTDOOR
PLATFORM
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CONDITIONS FOR
SAFE AND FAIR GAME

A special sensor for preventing the player from firing with
one hand was installed on the stock fore-end of a laser tag
gun, making the player shoot with both hands. Players can
shoot only when holding their weapons with both hands
to decrease their chances of cheating or of getting into
a dangerous situation.

NO INJURIES
Blasters feature a soft 8-mm thick protective rubber tip to

The rubber tip is available in classic black or can be colorful

cushion the blow during accidental collisions or falls. It also

to mark teams.

additionally protects the emitter.

NETRONIC OUTDOOR
PLATFORM
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THE LIGHTEST
HEADBAND
ON THE MARKET

The headband has been designed in order to meet

Minimalistic design and small size of headband

all expectations of our customers

elements
Wearproof materials, withstanding extreme loads
Technological solutions keeping players interested.

Headbands include a control block with battery level indication,

It weighs 150-gr, making the game process comfortable even

4 sensors (3 on the band itself and one on the control unit), and

if one plays for a long time. Headbands are available in black

a strong textile basis. Sensors are 6-mm high.

and Pixel camouflage colors, matching two color options of
the Falcon laser tag gun.

NETRONIC OUTDOOR
PLATFORM

RELIABILITY IN
EACH ELEMENT
Cases for the sensors and control block are made of strong
polycarbonate that is fall-crack-break proof. A protective
rubber tip additionally protects sensor from scratches and
abrasions.
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NETRONIC OUTDOOR
PLATFORM

SENSOR HIT
INDICATION

Sensors provide a 360-degree hit zone, having zero “dead
zones”. Each sensor features its own processor — when
a player is hit the headband vibrates on that side where the
opponent has shot.
Light indication is visible over a distance of 100 meters even
during a bright sunny day.

PLAY ANYTIME
ANYWHERE
An inversion mode available in settings constantly lits
headband with team color. This way participants of a laser tag
battle can see each other over a large distance, playing safely
even at night. Random collisions are no longer possible.
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NETRONIC OUTDOOR
PLATFORM
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THE GAME
HAS NEVER
BEEN THAT REAL
NETRONIC game kits can feature hit recording vests.
Use it instead of a headband or as an additional piece of
equipment. 9 hit sensors in the vest add variety to hit zones.
In order to make the game even more realistic, together with
the headband and vest you can use the option of differentiated
damage. Using the software you can assign different damage
to 4 hit sectors: head, chest, back, shoulders.

CHANGE THE GAME —
ACTIVATE INTERACTION!
S H O T

T H R O U G H

One shot hits an opponent and a player behind him.

R E G E N E R A T I O N

B L E E D I N G

As long as a player is not hit his health will be restored.

Hit player gradually loses health points after being hit.

NETRONIC OUTDOOR
PLATFORM

HEADBAND
THAT HITS
Each NETRONIC headband sensor features an
IR-emitter. Now headbands can both hit and register
hits. This feature improved capacities of some presets.
Headbands can be used autonomously without a laser
tag gun in Zombie, Doctor, and Hostage modes. There’s
no need to buy a separate device for those roles.
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NETRONIC OUTDOOR
PLATFORM

DEMOUNTABLE
HEADBAND
In order to have fast access to electronics and easy
maintenance headbands feature a waterproof zipper.
Now you can easily take off the electronics for changing
or washing the textile base.
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NETRONIC OUTDOOR
PLATFORM
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MAXIMUM LIFE SPAN
OF YOUR DEVICES
Textile basis of the headbands is a wear proof CORDURA

Headbands look presentable even after a few

MAXI textile with 1200 gr/sq.m. density that is 50% higher

years of heavy use.

than its similar options available on the market.

COMFORT FOR
PLAYERS
AIR MESH breathing hygienic cuffs provide comfort even during
several hour-long games.

I N D O O R

L A S E R

T A G

S Y S T E M

GALAXY INDOOR SYSTEM

GALAXY
GAME KIT
B L A S T E R

It is a laser tag rifle, shooting a completely
safe infrared ray.

V E S T

It is a device featuring hit sensors to record
hits of players.
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GALAXY INDOOR SYSTEM
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BETTER TO
SEE IT ONCE
Each blaster features an OLED display same as NETRONIC

The display also features service values necessary for

If a player does not follow the rules and does not hold

outdoor game kits. Player parameters can be seen at any

arena administrators, such as battery level, game kit ID,

a blaster with both hands then he will see a warning

angle. A protective 6-mm glass ensures the reliability

and connection signal.

on his display.

of the display.

GALAXY INDOOR SYSTEM

THE BRIGHT SIDE
OF YOUR GAME
Unique technology of the laser shot’s backlight enhances
your arena by giving a proper atmosphere. We use a class
1 laser to provide your visitors with safe gaming conditions!

COLOR EACH SHOT
Each time a player pulls the trigger the wave of light impulses
glows along the body of his weapon. Dynamic lighting of the
blaster body improves the visual appeal of each shot, making
game more atmospheric.
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GALAXY INDOOR SYSTEM
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4 HIT ZONES
FOR A THRILLING GAME
Game kits for arena laser tag features a few hit areas,

When a player hits one of the sensors this light and vibration

including stomach, shoulders, back, and blaster.

hit indication makes the hit player actually feel and see it.
State indication is user-friendly, making each game bright
and intense.

GALAXY INDOOR SYSTEM

SAFETY IN
ANY SITUATION
One of the main safety rules for arena laser tag is that
shooting is only capable when holding the blaster with
both hands.
GALAXY system uses a multi-directed capacitive sensor for
the second hand and unlike the optical sensor used
by other manufacturers.
Just touch the bottom part of the blaster to activate it.
Activation is guaranteed even with a light touch by the
youngest players.
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GALAXY INDOOR SYSTEM
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SENSORS ARE UNDER
THE PROTECTION
Sensors are made of shockproof polycarbonate to provide

The design of our sensors also prevents the ingress

All internal elements are safely placed in special brackets

extra protection from the mechanical damaging of internal

of moisture and dust.

to keep them safe in case players hit or drop their rifle.

electronic elements.

GALAXY INDOOR SYSTEM

RESISTANCE AGAINST ALL
KINDS OF EXTERNAL FORCES
The blaster and vest are interconnected with a reinforced
cable. This cable is flexible and does not cling to bunkers or
other players. Its joint points are additionally strengthened
to provide an absolute protection against possible
mechanical damage.
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GALAXY INDOOR SYSTEM

FASTEN YOUR
B E LT S
Use the safety belt to fix the blaster on the vest during the
game or a break so it will not fall down. This safety element
prevents players from forceful movements of their hands
and thus averts accidental hits.
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GALAXY INDOOR SYSTEM

SAFETY LIES
IN DETAILS
Each GALAXY blaster features a soft protective rubber tip.
It makes games safe for both players and the blaster itself,
protecting it during accidental collisions.
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GALAXY INDOOR SYSTEM

EASY FLOW OF
MOVEMENTS
The battery is located on the backside of the vest in order
to make the blaster lighter and provide comfort during the
game even for the youngest players on arena. The vest is well
balanced in weight and is almost not felt when worn.
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GALAXY INDOOR SYSTEM

DURABILITY.
RELIABILITY.
COMFORT.
The basis of the vest textile is made of strong wear-proof
CORDURA MAXI material. It’s density is 1200 gr/sq.m.
This vest does not lose its shape and it maintains a
presentable look even after 5 or more years of using it.
The PVC base lining of the vest is water and contamination
proof. Wipe the vest with a wet sponge to clean it if
necessary — it is easy to take care of this vest.
Side adjustable belts allow changing the size of the vest,
adjusting it for an adult player or for a 5-year old child.
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SOFTWARE
THAT WORKS
FOR YOU

SOFTWARE THAT WORKS
FOR YOU
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RELIABLE EQUIPMENT
COMMUNICATION
THROUGH WI-FI
Communication between LASERTAG.NET equipment and

Use a Power Bank for the router, for example when running

Update the firmware of all the game kits remotely in

software is performed through a Wi-Fi channel. Use a simple

away games.

1 minute maximum, even if you do not possess special

wireless router to control all the gaming devices — you do
not even need access to the internet.

skills for it.

SOFTWARE THAT WORKS
FOR YOU
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USE SMARTPHONE,
TAB, OR A LAPTOP
TO CONTROL EVERYTHING
Use our free Windows or Android based software to control

Software makes the game process automatic: the custom

the gaming devices. This software features a large variety

settings of game kits, automatic start and finish of the game,

of tools as well as a user-friendly interface to enable even

automatically switch off game kits when they are inactive

a child to control it!

and other features.

EVERYTHING IS
UNDER CONTROL
Business owners can access special stats, showing time,
date, and run time of each game kit, preventing the
possibility of unauthorized games going unnoticed.

SOFTWARE THAT WORKS
FOR YOU
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USE READY SCENARIOS
Together with the equipment you get a set of ready
scenarios, trial tested. Those scenarios cover a wide target
audience, including children and adults, as well as different
difficulty levels.

OR CREATE
YOUR OWN ONES
Use the scenario configurator to meet the demands of your

Set any parameter you want: conditions to end the game,

regular visitors and to attract new ones. With its help you

duration of game rounds, number of health or ammo points

can also modify existing missions or create your own unique

for players, fire mode, etc.

scenarios.

SOFTWARE THAT WORKS
FOR YOU
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EXTENDED
ONLINE STATISTICS
Real-time stats of the game shows the performance of each

Game logs show the actions of players during the whole

player as well as the general performance of each team.

game. Display the game log on big monitors located in rest

This feature improves the immersive level of the game for

areas so that other visitors could watch the game progress

each player and also can be useful when solving disputes

and actively support one of the teams.

between teams.

GALLERY OF ACHIEVEMENTS
When a game round is over players get different ranks

Each player will be able to be proud of his rank

according to their performance during the game.

even if his team lost.

For example, the most accurate player becomes Sniper
while the one who has been deactivated least becomes
the Invincible one.

SOFTWARE THAT WORKS
FOR YOU

3 FORMATS
OF STATS
DISPLAYING
Statistics displaying into the TV-screen
Share your achievements to social media sites
Print your stats on an official letterhead
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SOFTWARE THAT WORKS
FOR YOU
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SPECIAL KIDS MODE
Kids Mode is a game mode adapted for the youngest
players (children up to 8 years old). Laser tag games have
never been this easy!

Automatic respawn

Deactivated second hand sensor

Automatic reload

Deactivated laser tag gun hit sensors

Infinite magazines

SOFTWARE THAT WORKS
FOR YOU
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1-CLICK
REMOTE
CONTROL
You can switch off all the game kits with just one click using
the software. There is no need to waste your time after the
game to do it separately for each device.

CARE FOR
YOU AND
YOUR VISITORS
Now there’s no need to worry about dead batteries

This feature decreases power consumption so you could

if you accidentally forget to switch a game kit off.

run more games without the need of additional charging.

If you perform no actions to the game kit it switches off
automatically. Time of inactivity is set in the application.

GAME-BASED DEVICES –
ADD DIVERSITY TO YOUR GAME

PICTURESQUE DEVICES
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SIRIUS
A NEW STAR IN YOUR
LASER TAG ARENA

An interactive device to run thrilling scenarios.
One-touch activation. Light-weight, compact, leak-proof
design, and self-contained power supply make it possible
to place this device anywhere. You need just a couple
of minutes to adapt your game field to any scenario
and customer demand.

RADIATION

MEDKIT

AMMO

RESPAWN

BASE

RANDOM

BONUS

PICTURESQUE DEVICES
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M U LT I S TAT I O N
CHANGES THE WAY
PEOPLE SEE LASER TAG

This device makes laser tag games even more interesting
and also makes laser tag arenas stand out. 10.6’’ LED-panel
displays an animation of the chosen game mode. The large
size of this panel provides a more detailed and high-quality
animation which can be seen from afar even during a very
dynamic game. Scenarios will play out in fresh colors!

RADIATION

MEDKIT

AMMO

RESPAWN

BASE

BOMB

DOMINATION BOX

PICTURESQUE DEVICES
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SMART
DOMINATION BOX
GOES BEYOND
KNOWN STANDARDS

This is a gaming device for domination and capture by
shots. Classic Domination Box is a kind of timer while its
smart option by LASERTAG.NET can count shots, time,
and be used in several game modes.

The Domination Box is one of a kind on the market in that
it visualizes the domination progress. LED scales provide
indication you can see from afar even when the weather
is very sunny. At night though this illumination creates
a unique game atmosphere.

TIME CAPTURE

FLAG RAISE

TUG-OF-WAR

SHOOTING
CAPTURE

TRIPLE CAPTURE
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INFLATABLE
BUNKERS

INFLATABLE BUNKERS

MOBILE CLUB —
LASER TAG
BEYOND BORDERS
Inflatable bunkers give you the possibility to run away
games anywhere: on the beach, in the forest, recreational
centers, school gyms, or even offices. It creates a safe
portable game field that you can move in the trunk of a
car and take down in 30-40 minutes. Field installation can
be a paid service to increase the average order value.
AIRBUNKER was founded in 2010 as a manufacturing
company for high-quality paintball, laser tag, archery tag,
and Nerf inflatable bunkers.
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WELCOME TO
MANUFACTURING
DEPARTMENT

WELCOME TO MANUFACTURING
DEPARTMENT
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BUILD-UP
PRODUCTION
Each LASERTAG.NET device stems from our construction

The item sample undergoes a whole series of testing

The final sample of the device that will enter serial

department. When the general concept of the future device

to afterwards be revised and modified as needed.

production sometimes requires a few dozen initial samples.

is approved as well as the aesthetics it is time to move
to design section.

WELCOME TO MANUFACTURING
DEPARTMENT

ATTENTION TO
EACH DETAIL
Electronics are “the heart” of each game kit. We use
only the best quality electronic elements for equipment
manufacturing, personally design and produce electronic
boards to attain a perfection of service, reliability and long
service life.
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WELCOME TO MANUFACTURING
DEPARTMENT
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THE FUTURE
IS HERE
We constantly upgrade the software to improve the
performance and operating speed of existing devices
as well as implement new functional features.
Thousands of code lines become new scenarios for the
games, remote switch off of game kits, extended statistics
and many other things.
Upgrading and innovation are a constant process for each
of our devices: new game modes and functional features
attract more and more new visitors.

WELCOME TO MANUFACTURING
DEPARTMENT
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TESTED IN
ACTUAL PRACTICE
A sample of each new device is tested in real operation

Long-term testing will last 2-6 months is what is waiting for

These measures reduce all possible failures so we fixed

conditions in our laser tag clubs before entering serial

it: correct communication between the device and software,

them before starting serial production. Devices having even

production.

battery tests, shock resistance of the whole device and its

the smallest failure goes back to the engineers so they can

details, usability features and many other features.

fix the defect.

WELCOME TO MANUFACTURING
DEPARTMENT
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FALCON IS BORN HERE
We have designed our own mold to create a safe

This fact makes us independent from other producers

The bodies of our future game kits are born under the

and reliable laser tag gun for intense everyday use.

and lets us provide the highest manufacturing quality.

pressure of 800 tons, which guaranties absolute durability.

WELCOME TO MANUFACTURING
DEPARTMENT
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TECHNOLOGICAL FAILURE
IS NOT AN OPTION
Our manufacturer uses a robot-manned line to braze

This allows us to manufacture highly precise electronics

This solution provides reliable laser tag equipment for

the electric boards.

where the probability of failure is not more than 0,03%

long-term, intense everyday use.

WELCOME TO MANUFACTURING
DEPARTMENT
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EACH STITCH MATTERS
We produce the textile basis for headbands and vest by

We constantly update our production, changing patterns for

We improved the color and structure of fabrics, considering

ourselves to make sure that all the elements of the game

a better final look, adjusting the design of different elements

all the demands of our customers.

kits will have a long operational life.

to increase the comfort level for players.

WELCOME TO MANUFACTURING
DEPARTMENT
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O N LY H A N D M A D E
ASSEMBLAGE
The whole team of experts assembles each type of

Completing dozens of devices everyday, each expert

This working approach allows us to control quality at each

equipment (indoor, outdoor, scenaric devices).

is a true professional at what he is doing.

stage of production and finally get the product that meets the
expectations of both players and owners of laser tag business.

WELCOME TO MANUFACTURING
DEPARTMENT
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5-STEP QUALITY CONTROL
1. C
 ontrol of components — inspection of all elements
before they are assembled to see if they work — from

3. Assemblage quality control — correct position of all
interconnected elements and their joint efficiency.

buttons and batteries to control boards.
2. Performance control of electronics — operation capacity

5. Complete functional test — 8 hour of performance testing
to check if all modes and functional features are working
correctly.

4. Appearance test of the finished item — visual test

of all independent device modules: IR emitters, hit

of body frame and components regarding possible

sensors, OLED displays, speakers.

flaws or damages.
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MORE THAN JUST
LASER TAG EQUIPMENT

MORE THAN JUST
LASER TAG EQUIPMENT

WE WILL CREATE THE
LASER TAG ARENA OF
YOUR DREAMS
Use the ready-made solution by Lasertag.Net — save
your time and money. We will help you to construct the
arena and launch the project, avoiding the most common
mistakes in laser tag business.

Arena by Lasertag.net:
1.

Check-list on marketing research when choosing
the place

2.

Recommendations on choosing the premise

3.

ROI

4.

Construction Schedule

5.

Recommendations for the selection of
building materials

6.

3D project of the maze

7.

Marketing promotion recommendations (practical
recommendations for attracting customers
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MORE THAN JUST
LASER TAG EQUIPMENT
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THEY DID IT AND
SO CAN YOU!

Sonia Blanco

Oleg Miriyev

Spain

Russia

parquelajungla.com

instagram.com/lasertaggo

Laser tag has perfectly fit my business —

Over years of collaboration with

attraction rides for children. Customers are

LASERTAG.NET I have tested a few

thrilled! I also want to thank the technical

generations of their laser tag systems.

support specialists — all the issues

I am glad that the company does not stand

according the equipment setting were

still and keeps developing on a constant

resolved at the day of applying.

basis. I would highlight the high quality of
their inflatable bunkers that I’ve been using
for more than a year now.
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41

COUNTRIES

700+

LASER TAG CENTERS

Doryan-Emmanuel
Rappaz

Bernard Pochon

Switzerland

France

lasered.ch

paintball-evasion.fr

I had a special request to get transparent

The profit from laser tag in my paintball

laser tag guns for my quest room.

club has reached 30% on average within

Lasertag.net has never made such an

the first year of using it. I like that experts

item before but has successfully fulfilled

are available to help me solve any issue

my request exactly as asked for. I was

I might have. I’ve become a dealer for

especially impressed with the recoil,

the company and opened an authorized

having tried it in reality. I can’t even

service centers to supply Lasertag.net

mention how thrilled my customers were!

equipment all over France.
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CONTINUED
INNOVATION
DESPITE HAVING
ACCOMPLISHED
OUR GOAL
You can test the cutting-edge developments of the company
at annual exhibitions of active leisure time achievements.
LASERTAG.NET has already presented its work at biggest
exhibitions in Moscow, Berlin, Amsterdam, Orlando
and Paris.
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ORDER
A TEST DRIVE!
Test the quality and functional capacities of
the equipment before buying it. Real gaming
conditions will let you understand what laser
tag game is for both a player and if it is
convenient for you.
Test drive is offered for 2 weeks from the
moment you receive the equipment.
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CONTACTS

WE’LL BE HAPPY TO SEE
YOU AS OUR CLIENTS!

Europe

Email: sales@lasertag.net

Kaupmehe tn 7-120, Tallinn Harjumaa 10114,

Skype: chiefsales@lasertag.net

Republic of Estonia
Phone

lasertag.net

+44 207 043 71 83
+34 932 20 02 65
WhatsApp
+37 258 66 22 65
+34 645 37 93 24

YouTube

Facebook

Instagram

